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Developed in the 70s by a Japanese
Chiropractor, Dr. Kezo Kase, kinesiology tape is
designed to give support to joints and
muscles without restricting movement.
Designed to mimic skin, kinesiology tapes are
elastic and move as the body moves - unlike
traditional braces and wraps. 

Other than delivering support, kinesiology
tape works by lifting the skin from underneath.
The lift then creates a decompression of
tissues which then promotes blood and fluid
circulation. 
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Reducing swelling and inflammation
Create spaces in joints
Improve blood and fluids circulation
Stimulate bruise and contusion recovery
Prevent and relieve muscle spasms and
cramping
Accelerate muscle recovery
Support injured muscles
Guaranteed comfort
Reduce risk of injury
Free to move
Improve muscle tone and strength
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Tired of having to deal with rashes and allergies every time you need to apply
kinesiology tape? Well, we’re tired of that too! 

That’s what Tape Geeks wanted to - and did address - and we haven’t stopped
there! 

Strong yet sensitive, Tape Geeks kinesiology tape is made with premium
materials and high-quality adhesives that deliver a long-lasting stick while
staying friendly to your skin. Say goodbye to skin irritation whenever you tape up! 

Sparing no expense, we’ve partnered up with an ISO-certified facility in South
Korea. They are known for their reliable, consistent adhesives alongside effective
skincare products. 

Tape Geeks is here to help athletes, working professionals, stay-at-home
parents, and everyone in between. With our products, take care of your skin,
improve your performance, and focus on what truly matters - moving with
unparalleled support and without feeling limited!

https://tapegeeks.com/blogs/news/got-a-kinesiology-tape-rash-dont-panic
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We love our kinesiology tape and we want you to love it, too! That's
why we've put together a list of the best qualities that set Tape Geeks
kinesiology tapes apart from other brands available in the market. 

Tape Geeks kinesiology tape is hypoallergenic, latex-free, waterproof,
breathable, and easy to apply. It has strong adhesive properties and
stays in place for up to 5 to 7 days! Although, we highly suggest that
you only continuously wear it for three - and this goes for any brand -
to keep your skin safe. Your skin needs to breathe!  
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THE KINESIOLOGY TAPE BRAND
THAT’S STRONG YET SENSITIVE

If that’s got you wanting to know more, here are a couple more
reasons why you should reach for Tape Geeks’ kinesiology tape: 

Strong but skin-friendly - no more rashes or breakouts

No sticky residue means you can get on with your life instead of having to peel off

the glue that is stuck to the skin

Our tapes are made for lasting wear so you don’t have to change them daily

Instead of focusing on pain, you can get back to what matters most - living your life

without worry and discomfort!



STRONG YET SENSITIVE

UNCOMPROMISING QUALITY

Our kinesiology tape is Strong Yet Sensitive. Unlike other brands, Tape Geeks kinesiology tape
prioritizes skin alongside optimizing performance. With adhesives that are skin-friendly with a
long-lasting stick, perform your best whether you’re an athlete, a working professional, or even
as a stay-at-home mom. 

Our products allow you to focus on what matters: Moving your body while staying supported
but never limited!

We keep an eye on the latest research in kinesiology and biomechanical taping. That is how
we strive to provide only the best products not just for kinesiology taping but also for skin
health. 

This is why we’ve partnered with an ISO-certified facility in South Korea which is known for its
reliable and consistent adhesives. Hypoallergenic, zinc-free, and latex-free, our tapes are
designed to suit even the most sensitive of skin types without compromising quality and long-
lasting stick. 
You can count on Tape Geeks kinesiology tape for a great stick without making your skin sick! 
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30 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

UNMATCHED CUSTOMER SERVICE

We aim to bring you the best kinesiology tapes that are strong yet sensitive with a 100%
satisfaction guarantee. If you feel like we haven’t delivered on our promise, we will give you a
30-day full refund - hassle-free! 

We go the extra mile to ensure that each one of you gets personal attention from us! 
As a family-run business, it is important for us to continually treat all customers as members of
our own family. That's why we strive to always be available in your time of need—and make
sure everyone receives their fair share of personalized service when they shop with us!
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Whether you're a competitive athlete, a fitness newbie, or recovering from an injury, TG
kinesiology tape brings muscle and joint support as you move. We're not just limited to
athletes, either!
 
Working professionals and stay-at-home parents can benefit from taping just as much.
no matter what type of person you are or how active your lifestyle is, there will be benefits
for all types of folks when using Tape Geeks Kinesiology 
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https://tapegeeks.com/blogs/news/benefits-of-kinesiology-tape


If you’re a medical professional or store retailer who wants to help
and cater to more patients, we want to show our support! 

This is why we have a 40% DISCOUNT for LIFE when you register and
activate a professional account with us.  Reward yourself while
helping more people with Tape Geeks! 
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SUPPORT WITH
TAPE GEEKS

GET & GIVE MORE 

https://tapegeeks.com/pages/wholesale
https://tapegeeks.com/pages/wholesale
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Push your performance further with
Tape Geeks Premium Kinesiology Tape!
This strong yet sensitive tape will bring
you excellent muscle and joint support
while being friendly on the skin. Plus,
these waterproof tapes will stay with
you for several days even as you sweat
it out at the gym, go for a swim, or
when taking a shower. 

KINESIOLOGY  TAPE

Number of
Applications:

5-10

PURPLE BEIGE BLACK

COLORS AVAILABLE:

PINK ORANGE BLUE

RED

https://pixelfy.me/TG-5CM2INCH


Perfect for professionals and folks who always run out of kin tape. Tape Geeks
Bulk Premium Kinesiology Tape will last you a long time! With a longer roll,
enjoy joint and muscle support for longer as well!

Number of
Applications:

35-70

COLORS AVAILABLE:

https://pixelfy.me/TG-BulkRoll


Number of
Applications:

5-10

Save more time with our Tape Geeks Pre-Cut
Premium Kinesiology Tape as you do away
with the hassle of cutting and measuring.
Great for taping beginners, this is the roll for
you! These hypoallergenic, latex-free, and
zinc-free tapes are made in an ISO-certified
facility that’s dermatologist-approved to
ensure a high-quality stick without making
your skin sick! 

KINESIOLOGY  TAPE

COLORS AVAILABLE:

https://pixelfy.me/TG-PRECUT


Experience support, stability, and compression
with Tape Geeks’ Power Wrap! With this stretchy
and hand-tearable bandage, never be
bothered by adhesives, pins, and scissors for
prep again. Plus, never waste a strip as you
reapply it several times and over a long period
of time. Self-adherent, enjoy a pain-free
application and removal! 

COLORS AVAILABLE:

COHESIVE BANDAGE

Number of
Applications:

35-70

https://pixelfy.me/TG-Bandage


KINESIOLOGY  TAPE  BUNDLES

Help out your joints and muscles while helping out your wallet when you use Tape Geeks
Special 2 Pack! Enjoy a longer-lasting stick without compromising skin safety with these
hypoallergenic, zinc-free, and latex-free tapes. Containing two rolls of premium-quality kin
tape, make sure that you always have a backup roll so that you never run out. 

Number of
Applications:

10-20



Always have a taping kit that can keep up
with your active lifestyle with the TG 2-Pack
Taping Kit! 
With two rolls of premium skin-friendly
kinesiology tape, always have muscle and
joint support at arm’s reach. Plus, ensure that
you enjoy a hassle-free gum-free cutting
with this kit’s non-stick carbon and fluorine-
coated razor-sharp scissors! 

Number of
Applications:

15-30



KINESIOLOGY  TAPE  BUNDLES

Containing three rolls of ultra-strong kin
tape that's gentle on the skin, the Tape
Geeks Special 3-pack! Strong yet sensitive,
TapeGeeks Premium Kinesiology Tape is
gentle on the skin while giving you a great,
reliable stick! Enjoy not just support but
also get treated to random yet eye-
catching colors to wear on your skin. 

Number of
Applications:

15-30

https://pixelfy.me/kt-3pack


The taping kit that fulfills all your taping needs - the K
Tape 3-Pack Kit! Enjoy three rolls of ultra-strong, high-
quality, and vibrantly colored kinesiology tape that’s
gentle on the skin. These tapes are hypoallergenic,
zinc-free, and latex-free. Plus, cut through them with
ease with this pack’s pair of non-stick, razor-sharp
shears that can cut through several layers of tape. 

Number of
Applications:

15-30



Number of
Applications:

15-30

The taping kit that fulfills all your taping needs - the K
Tape 3-Pack Kit! Enjoy three rolls of ultra-strong, high-
quality, and vibrantly colored kinesiology tape that’s
gentle on the skin. Designed to last for several, these
tapes are hypoallergenic, zinc-free, and latex-free.
Plus, cut through them with ease with this pack’s pair
of non-stick, razor-sharp shears that can cut through
several layers of tape. 



The perfect bundle if you’re always running out,
Tape Geeks 6-pack Special Bundle lets you enjoy
six rolls of tape and SAVE MORE! You don’t have to
choose between quantity and quality either! These
strong yet sensitive kinesiology tapes deliver a
great stick while staying friendly on the skin. Plus,
they can stay with you for several days without the
fear of premature peeling! 

KINESIOLOGY  TAPE  BUNDLES

Number of
Applications:

30-60

https://pixelfy.me/tg-k-tape-6-pack


The perfect starter pack for your taping
journey, Tape Geeks 6-pack Special plus with
Scissors Kit has everything you’ll ever need!
Enjoy six rolls of strong yet sensitive
kinesiology tape to bring you longer-lasting
support for your muscles and joints! Plus,
always make sure that you never have to
deal with gummed-up blades again with this
pack’s razor-sharp Japanese stainless steel
shears. 

Number of
Applications:

30-60

https://pixelfy.me/tg-k-tape-starter


TAPE GEEKS   TOOLS

Say goodbye to gummed-up shears with Tape
Geeks’ Kinesiology Tape Scissors! Built for life,
these razor-sharp Japanese stainless steel
shears are the only pair that you will ever need
for cutting kin tape!

ENJOY
PRECISE

GUM-FREE
CUTTING

https://pixelfy.me/Taping-Scissors


Enjoy a smooth, precise cutting with Tape
Geeks’ Bandage Scissors! 
For medical professionals looking for their
go-to trauma shears, 
we promise this autoclavable pair won’t
be a waste of space in your 
medical bag.

SAFE,
SMOOTH,

AND
PRECISE
CUTTING

https://pixelfy.me/TG-MedicalScissors


TAPEGEEKS SCISSORS   BUNDLES

Ensure that every and any cutting session is as smooth as ever with the must-have TG
Scissors Bundle! This bundle contains a pair of razor-sharp kinesiology tape scissors and a
pair of durable medical scissors that can cut through the toughest materials - even METAL.
Plus, since these pairs are made from Japanese stainless steel, they are built to last you a
lifetime! 

https://pixelfy.me/TG-MedicalScissors
https://pixelfy.me/Taping-Scissors
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Greg and Patricia, a father-and-daughter duo, both lead an active lifestyle.
Patricia is an avid hiker and a snowboarder while Greg is an active runner.
Each has had a fair share of experiencing muscle sores and aches.
Discovering the benefits of kinesiology tape, they have since incorporated it
into their active routine.  

However, they’ve quickly found out that not all kin tapes deliver consistent
support while being friendly to the skin. Seeing this problem, they’ve quickly
set out to address the issue. This is how Tape Geeks came to be! 

Founded in 2017, this Canadian kinesiology tape brand is designed to bring
skin-friendly support to folks who love to move! Whether you’re an athlete, a
working professional, or a stay-at-home parent, Tape Geeks is made for you. 



www.tapegeeks.com

@tapegeeks

CONNECT WITH   US


